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Abstract
Character development is required for students so they can bring benefits to society in the future. Character development in Bina Nusantara University has been carried out since 2001. Character development is the form of 3 compulsory classes using values from Pancasila, Citizenship, and Religion. To improve continuously, it is necessary to find out students’ attitudes toward character-building courses they had taken. This research measures students’ attitudes towards the importance of character development, their favorite character-building course, how character-building courses influence their character, and whether applicable and relevant to everyday life. The result of the research shows students understood the importance of character development, the Character Building: Religion course was their favorite. The Character Building: Religion highly affects their character and is very applicable and relevant. Character Building: Pancasila and Character Building: Civics has an influence on their character, which are also applicable and relevant. The current state of Character-Building courses is good but still has room to improve. By knowing how students respond, further improvement can be more precise and effective.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the era of technological advancement responsible technology implementation requires good character. Knowledge and technical skills alone are not enough to make a person able to contribute to society. It takes a strong character, unyielding to achieve success, and a character with integrity so as not to be corrupted, According to Kupperman, a character is a normal pattern of thought and action, especially with respect to concerns and commitments in matters affecting the happiness of others or self, and most especially in relation to moral choices. According to Wynne, a character is a sign of how to focus on how to apply the value of goodness in the form of actions or behavior. So that character is the basis in moral thinking patterns that are applied in the form of actions that can affect themselves and others. The application of the character starts from the smallest scope, family to the world, quotes from Thomas Lickona.

Character education is one way of building character on students. Character education showed that it influences students’ behavior even
without teacher’s supervision. This effect was confirmed in Indonesia as well.

Character development officially became part of Bina Nusantara University in 2001. CBDC (Character Building Development Center) was established to develop and oversee the character development courses in Bina Nusantara University. From 2001 to 2021, character building in Bina Nusantara University has undergone several changes. Bina Nusantara University currently has three character-building courses. These courses aim to develop students’ character so that graduates of Bina Nusantara University who have technical expertise and skills also have good morality and conscience. In general, Bina Nusantara graduates will be able to make the world a better place.

These three character-building courses currently use 3 sources of value, namely Pancasila, Civics, and Religion. This is an approach taken so that the compulsory subjects that are regulated by the Ministry of Education and Culture become something more interesting and useful. This approach also directly makes all Bina Nusantara University graduates get character development, Continuous improvement of character-building courses is something that Character Building Development Center is striving to do. Adjusting curriculum to world changes and different style of generation will ensure the character-building process produce a maximal result. By getting students’ opinions, improvement can be focused on the right part and will be beneficial for future classes. This research focuses on student attitudes towards character-building courses given at Bina Nusantara University. How do character-building courses have an impact on students? What is the application and relevance in life? These opinions will provide inputs to CBDC to improve character-building curriculums.

II. METHOD

This study uses a qualitative descriptive method. Data was retrieved by an online questionnaire using the Google Form platform for Bina Nusantara University students in 2021. The questionnaire was distributed to two undergraduate programs, regular and global classes from Alam Sutera and Bekasi campuses. The majors of students who received the questionnaire were International Business Management, Business Hotel Management, and Accounting Technology. Students who filled out the questionnaire were students who had received all three CB courses with a total of 150 respondents.

The questionnaire was divided into 4 parts. The first part is a general section that takes students’ opinions on character development in general and which one is the most preferred character-building course. Parts two to four are about the effects of courses on student character, level of applicability, and relevance in life. Parts two to four are divided for the Character building subjects Pancasila, Citizenship, and Religion. All questions are in 4-point Likert Scale score 0 to 3. Score 0 being the lowest or no impact or importance and Score 3 for being the highest impact or importance.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Character Building

The following figure is the result of responses about student attitudes towards character development in general. Out of 150 respondents, 72.7% of respondents stated that character development is very important, 26% stated that character development is important and only 1.3% of respondents stated that character education is only slightly important. No one thinks that character education is not important. (m= 2.71, SD= 0.48, min=1, max=3).

![Character Building Importance](image)

**Figure 1. Character Building Importance**

From these results, students realize that character education is very important. This indicates that students consider character-building courses as very important and do not consider Character building courses as mandatory courses that are taken only as a formality. This awareness is important.
because it relates to how students undergo character-building courses so they can internalize the values obtained from character-building courses as their character.

B. Favorite Subject
Of three character-building courses, CB Religion was the favorite of 80% of the respondents, followed by Pancasila at 12% and Citizenship at 8%.

![Figure 2. Favorite Subject](image)

In this section, we look at the personal subjectivity of each student towards their preferred character-building course. There are two interpretations of this data why Religion gets the most portion with 80% of respondents. First, that the Character Building: Religion course has materials that are related to daily life. Second, the Character Building: Religion course is new compared to Pancasila and Civics which they have been taken repeatedly from elementary, junior high, and high school, so they are already exhausted. In addition to the religious CB, students study various religions that were previously unknown from various perspectives.

C. Character Building: Pancasila
In the Character Building: Pancasila course, 24.7% think that this course is very influential on its character, 63.3% think it is influential, 11.3% think it has little influence, and 0.7% think it does not affect their character. (m=2.12, SD= 0.61, min=0, max=3)

![Figure 3. Character Building: Pancasila Influence on Character](image)

For applicability and relevance in life, 26.7% think that Character Building: Pancasila is very applicable and relevant in life, 61.3% think it is applicable and relevant, 12% think it is slightly applicable and relevant, and no one thinks that CB Pancasila is irrelevant. (m=2.15, SD=0.6, min=1, max=3)

D. Character Building: Civics
Students think that 29.3% have a strong influence on their character, 64% think they have an effect, 6% think they have a little influence and 0.7% have no effect. (m=2.22, SD=0.58, min=0, max=3)
The influence of Character Building: Civic on life got 29.3% of student's opinion that it is very applicable and relevant, 64% choose it is applicable and relevant, 8% is slightly applicable and relevant, and none thinks that it's not applicable and relevant. (m=2.19, SD=0.56, min=1, max=3)

For the applicability and relevance of Character Building: Religion in life, 50% think that it is very applicable and relevant, 48% think it is applicable and relevant, and only 2% and no one thinks that it is not applicable and relevant. (m=2.48, SD=0.54, min=1, max=3)

The following is a table of average comparisons between the three character-building courses with mapping no influence and not applicable and relevant with numbers.
0 and 3 to be very influential and applicable & relevant.

![Figure 9. Average Comparison](image)

Both questions show the correlation between application and relevance and influence on student’s character. By having higher application & relevance, the subject will have a better influence on student’s character. So, to achieve character-building courses’ objective is to increase the application and relevance of subjects in the courses.

Pancasila gets the lowest average then civics, and the highest is Character Building: Religion. This is because Pancasila is a deep philosophical theory so that its application value and relevance are lower than civics and religion which discuss life as citizens and as religious people.

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Awareness of the importance of character is very good for students. In general, this can be improved by socializing in the initial period when students join. By increasing this awareness, it will increase the effectiveness in seriousness in learning and turn into a person of good character. Having a good character will have a positive effect on the image of the campus and make a positive contribution to society and the country.

The Pancasila and Civics Character Building courses require adjustments to the content with a fresh approach so as not to cause boredom so that the positive values that you want to instill can be well internalized. If it is implanted properly, it will have a positive influence on the character of students. Relevant applications and examples need to be improved so that they can be directly seen in everyday life and can be applied directly.

The Character Building: Religion course has had a good impact as well as being relevant and applicable. However, it still needs to be adapted to the times and a wider focus on moral improvement. The focus values that will be developed can be adopted in new topics to enrich and increase the relevance and application of these courses.

Other focus values can also be added, for example from Institution/university values. Institutional values evolve according to the times and get revised so that these changes must also be reflected in the Character-Building course. With the synchronization of the values of the Institute and CB courses, the goals of the Institute will be achieved.

For further research, you can go deeper into the topics in the Character-Building course. Thus, it can measure more accurately, and precisely which topics can have an impact and level of applicability and relevance for students. Thus, it can be used as input when making revisions and improvements to the next curriculum.
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